9RX SERIES
4-TRACK TRACTORS
Just pull it!
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IT’S TIME TO DISCOVER
THE ULTIMATE PULLING POWER.
Our history with large tractors means we know exactly what you need to make light work of the
demands of modern farming: A machine powerful enough to pull the widest of implements,
but small enough to manoeuvre in and out of the field.
Meet the 9RX.
A ground-breaking tractor constructed for pure pulling power and with an overall width of just
3 m (with 762 mm tracks). Designed with 4-tracks for a footprint that transfers more power to
the ground because of a bigger footprint than a 2 track and dual wheel equipped tractor. And,
built with the intelligence to provide every possible advantage in the field.
Grab your keys – it’s time to discover the ULTIMATE pulling power.
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Performance.

Next level of productivity.

Easy – open – connected

Efficient 13.5 l John Deere PSS engine and 15 l QSX
Cummins engines with high power and torque
outputs with a maximum power delivery of up to
670 hp.

With the integrated Generation 4
CommandCenter, all you need to get started with
AutoTrac is a StarFire receiver and an AutoTrac
activation.
Take the next level in precision productivity with
Section Control and basic documentation
capabilities.

Our Ag web portal MyJohnDeere.com enables you
to plan, run and manage your operations – all from
a central location. Go to the Operations Center to
get instant information about ongoing operations,
viewing agronomic information from your
GreenStar 2630 display.
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The all-new 9RX.
Built to pull.

3

The 9R/9RT series was designed as the ultimate pulling machine.
But we knew we could push its potential even further in three key
areas: power to the ground, speed and efficiency as well as the
driving experience.

1
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The result is the 9RX – built for pure pulling power.
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Active Command Steering (ACS).

Superb hydraulics.

Strong backbone.

Active Command Steering reduces steering effort.
It offers unprecedented line-holding abilities to
improve comfort and control

Up to 8 rear SCVs and up to 435 L/min hydraulic
pump flow.

New structural chassis offers a larger wheelbase,
more strength and durability.
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New e18 transmission with Efficiency Manager.

Undercarriage.

Smooth ride and drive.

For lowest fuel consumption in all applications.
The e18 transmission with Efficiency Manager
automaticlly shifts gears and throttles back to
reach your desired ground speed.

Designed to deliver ultimate performance,
increased reliability and reduced maintenance
costs

4 post Cab Suspension for best in class ride quality
both in the field and on the road providing more
comfort.
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Model

Engine

Maximum engine power
(97/68EC)

9470RX

13.5L PSS engine

517hp (380kW)

9520RX

13.5L PSS engine

572hp (421kW)

9570RX

15.0L QSX engine

628hp (461kW)

9620RX

15.0L QSX engine

670hp (429kW)
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Comfort & Visibility

Integrated Solutions.

Perfect fit.

Spacious CommandView III cab and 24 LED lights
providing optimum comfort and visibility.

Enabling all FarmSight solutions.

Meet all road regulations with only 2.98 m total
vehicle width (762 mm track belts)
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MORE POWER TO THE GROUND.
MORE POWER FOR YOUR
PERFORMANCE.
Demands on modern farms are growing, that’s why pushing your performance
further is more important than ever.
With a maximum 670 engine horsepower, an 18-gear electronic transmission and
4-tracks providing unbelievable traction. The 9RX transfers more power to the
ground than ever before. It is the perfect partner for pulling the heaviest of loads
and for making easy work of applications like cultivating, ploughing, ripping and
planting.
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Larger footprint. More power.
Multiple rollers in multiple tracks spread the 9RX’s weight
evenly and create a much larger footprint than any wheeled
tractor.

Maximum efficiency.
The larger drive sprocket engages 40% more lugs than rival
machines, increasing torque transfer and efficiently powering
four sets of tracks.

Active Command Steering
The John Deere exclusive Active Command Steering (ACS)
improves stability during fieldwork and reduces steering effort
for easy headland turns. It also improves ride quality and control
when you manoeuvre heavy implements in between the fields.

Flotation on wet ground.
The large surface area of the 9RX’s footprint increases flotation
in wet conditions, reducing slip.

Better crop emergence.
The 9RX’s huge footprint distributes weight evenly and
minimises potential soil disturbance. It also helps prevent
berming, especially during headland turns.

Better ride quality.
The e18 transmission provides best in class shift quality,
which improves your comfort when driving and helps reduce
unnecessary stress.

More jobs. One tractor.
The 9RX’s powerful performance makes it ideal for pulling wide
implements and completing multiple jobs in a single pass.
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A PLEASURE TO LOOK AT.
EVEN BETTER TO DRIVE.
You want to drive one of the best machines. The most powerful.
One that will turn heads. The 9RX sets a new standard for large
tractor design and gives you a machine that boosts your
performance.
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Hands free steering.
iTEC Pro maximises performance with automated, hands-free
steering in the field and at headland turns, greatly reducing
stress and improving operator comfort.

Maximum comfort.
We haven’t compromised on comfort, so you’ll enjoy a smoother
ride thanks to the in-built 4 post suspended cab with 100 mm of
travel. Add in a large, shock-absorbing footprint and the 9RX
makes fatigue a thing of the past.

Work fast. Achieve more.
A transport speed of up to 40 km/h (depending on country
specific regulations) means you’ll spend less time getting to
jobs.
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LOWER COST OF OPERATION.
MORE HECTARES PER HOUR.
To maximise your yields and minimise your costs, it is essential to work as many
hectares as possible each day. The 9RX was designed to increase your performance
and productivity in the field, whilst reducing your cost of operation.

Legendary quality.
We design and build every 9RX
undercarriage and chassis. With no
compromise on quality, you can be
confident your machine is built to
perform and designed to last – reducing
the need for maintenance.

Easy care tracks.
We’ve made everything as easily
accessible as possible to ensure the 9RX
is the best in class for serviceability.

Longer track, longer life.
The 9RX’s track belts are 20% longer than
the ones from comparable tractors which
means 20% fewer revolutions, 20% less
time on the ground and 20% more time
between track belt replacements.
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Maintenance free mid-rollers.
The 9RX features two larger and more
durable mid-rollers to reduce service
costs and ensure the 9RX’s undercarriage
requires minimal maintenance –
increasing uptime whilst saving you
money.

Smooth and efficient.
The e18 transmission combines efficient
power transfer with comfort. The
integrated Efficiency Manager optimises
machine efficiency to ensure the lowest
fuel consumption possible.

No more overlaps.
Built-in AutoTrac reduces overlaps by up
to 90% with hands-free GPS assisted
guidance. Perfect for mastering straight
and curved tracks and saving on time,
fuel and resource costs. It also makes
your working day more relaxing.
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BUILT TO PERFORM.
DESIGNED TO LAST.
Getting the job done isn’t as simple as it once might have been. Tighter
operating windows and intensive farming practices mean that it is essential for
the machines you drive to perform ﬂawlessly. That’s why we designed the 9RX to
be our most reliable machine ever.

Long life parts.
Lubed for life, oil filled, undercarriage
pivot joints reduce maintenance needs
and costs. The bigger, tougher midrollers also have a service interval of
10,000 hours further cutting costs
and maximising uptime.

No need to stop.
The rear-mounted 1490 l fuel tank is
integrated into the frame of the 9RX and
holds enough fuel to keep you working
all day long. There’s no need to stop until
the job is done.

Reliable track belts.
A larger drive wheel diameter, greater
wrap angle and increased number of lugs
engaged help to prevent belt slippage
over the drive sprocket.
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The toughest tracks.
A high track tension prevents derailing.
Combined with the longer track, this
allows more recoil which helps to reduce
component damage.

Faster set up.
The 9RX is quicker and easier to set up
than a wheeled tractor. And with no need
for extra ballast, you’ll be in and out of
the field before you know it.
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Work harder.
The 13.5 L PowerTech PSS engine has dual-turbos
and the 15 L Cummins QSX engine has a VariableGeometry Turbocharger (VGT). Both options offer
excellent power density, torque and transient
response. They also deliver more air to the engine,
keeping it running efficiently and pushing your
performance further.

1

The power you need.
Delivered exactly when you need it.
The 9RX offers unbeatable performance, economy and power.
The improved fuel efficiency reduces fuel costs, saving you money
whilst improving your productivity.
With a maximum 670 hp available under the bonnet, a 38% increase in
Torque Rise and a 10% Power Bulge for tough conditions, the question
isn’t what can you do with the 9RX – it’s what can’t you?

4
Cleaner emissions.
To minimise the 9RX’s environmental impact both
engines meet Stage IV emissions standards by
using Selective Catalytic Reduction technology.

1
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Intelligent cooling.

Integrated emissions control system

Excellent Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) rates
help lower combustion temperatures by mixing
cooled exhaust gases with incoming fresh air. This
reduces emissions and improves fuel economy –
meaning you can go further, for longer, for less.

Seamlessly integrated emissions control,
combining DOC, EGR and SCR reduces the
requirement for both diesel fuel and diesel
exhaust fluid for maximum overall fluids efficiency
(DEF consumption is just 2-3% of diesel use).
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Unbeatable support.
We have a long history with Cummins and already
use their engines in many of our machines.
Our technicians are trained to service Cummins
engines – so you can get all the support you need
from your John Deere dealer.
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Stress free shifting.
The e18 transmission delivers immense power with
ease – and with automatic gear shifting, you can
enjoy a ride that is entirely stress-free.

1

A proven performer.
A fuel efficient ride in any terrain.
The 9RX is equipped with the same industry-leading 18-forward,
6-reverse e18 PowerShift transmission with Efficiency Manager as
the 9R and 9RT Series tractors.
e18 Transmission can shift gears automatically to maintain engine
ground speed, relieving the operator from shifting during significant
load changes. The operator just sets the maximum speed and the
transmission will shift, depending on the load, to reach the set speed
at minimum engine rpm.

4
Individual driving strategy
If the operator wants full manual control, the
automatic PowerShift feature can be shut off by
depressing a touch pad on the CommandCenter or
manually shifting the transmission with the shift
control lever on the CommandArm.
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Optimal ground speed.

Efficient speed shifting.

Efficiency Manager is a performance-enhancing
John Deere exclusive. Just set the maximum speed
and the transmission will shift depending on the
load to reach the set speed at minimum engine
rpm, which helps minimise fuel consumption.

With Efficiency Manager you can set two different
ground speeds. F1 can be set at any speed
between 3.2 - 20.3 km/h and F2 can be set at any
speed between 3.2 - 40 km/h. You can change
between the two at the flick of a switch on the
CommandARM.
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Improved transport speed.
The 9RX’s e18 transmission offers a maximum
transport speed of up to 40 km/h (depending on
country specific regulations) - so you’ll be able to
get to jobs and finish them faster than ever.
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Economical weight split.
With a front to rear weight split of 55:45, the
9RX’s optimised weighting means you’ll benefit
from better traction, less track wear and less soil
compaction - not to mention reducing your costs
thanks to better all-round fuel efficiency.

1

Perfectly weighted.
Economical performance.
Proper ballasting helps optimise the performance of the
tractor and ensure it works economically.

A
B

A
Trackbase:
4127 mm

B
Overall length:
8180 mm
(front of hood to hitch)
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No need for adjustments.

Perfect fit.

The 9RX’s weight is finely tuned, so there is no
need to adjust ballast. This reduces timeconsuming weight adjustments when using
implements and improves your productivity.

With 762 mm track belts the 9RX is less than 3 m
wide making it easy to transport on any road that
meets EU regulations.

The total weight of the 9RX is 26,761 kg equipped
with standard tracks and without PTO and
without 3-point rear hitch.

2

3

D

C

C
Width:
2980 mm with 762 mm tracks
3120 mm with 914 mm tracks

D
Total height:
3720 mm
(Top of cab)
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FORWARD THINKING
UNDERCARRIAGE.
MINIMAL SOIL COMPACTION.
John Deere undercarriages underpin our machines’ well-known performance and
reliability. The 9RX undercarriage is specially designed to maximise your performance
in any conditions. With better grip, better ﬂotation and better handling, you’ll make
quick and easy work of extreme terrain.

Powerful footprint.
The unique John Deere undercarriage design offers a perfect
torque transfer to the belts. The maintenance free mid rollers
increase the lifetime of the undercarriage and deliver best
power to the ground transfer.

Minimising maintenance.
Tracks are 20% longer, reducing ground contact time and
extending wear life by 20%. The undercarriage is constructed
using super durable, hardened steel.

Tackle any conditions.
With a drive sprocket 10% larger than rival machines, the 9RX
engages 41% more vulcanized drive lugs during transit. That
means more grip, more torque and more power to the ground in
any conditions.
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Minimising soil compaction.
Tightly compacted soil prevents water
infiltration and drainage, impacting crop
growth. It is a result of poor weight
distribution over the area of contact
between tracks and soil.
To spread weight evenly and reduce
compaction, you need a larger contact
area.
Wheeled Tractor: Smaller contact point, weight is
distributed poorly resulting in compaction.

9RX 4-Track Tractor: Larger footprint helps to
spread weight more evenly, minimising soil
compaction and maximising traction.

That’s why the 9RX’s weight is spread
across the four tracks and a huge track
footprint, minimising soil compaction,
disturbance and headland berming.
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THE LARGEST UNDERCARRIAGE.
MAXIMUM POWER TO THE
GROUND.
The robust and durable undercarriage of the 9RX offers the largest in
the market with 762 mm and 914 mm belts at 87,32” tread setting.
The extra lage drive sprocket (1000 mm), large surface area lugs and
101 degrees of belt wrap enables 6 lugs of engagement. Combined with
a high belt tension that mitigates lug skips, the result is maximum power
to the ground.
The optimal position of the idlers and mid-rollers maximises belt to
ground contact to improve traction and ﬂotation. The belt tension is easy
to monitor via an in-cab tension sensor and can be easily adjusted when
needed.

Reduced slippage.
The 9RX has drive lugs that are 12% wider
than on rival machines, as well as a wrap
angle 24 degrees larger and 60% more
belt tension. This prevents belt slippage
and also improves the ejection of mud
and debris from the drive sprocket.

Flotation on wet ground.
Choose between 762 mm or 914 mm
belts and you can make the 9RX’s
footprint up to 89% larger than a
footprint from IF800/70R38 duals. This
improves flotation in wet conditions,
reducing slips and increasing stability.

Alternative design

9RX design

With 3 mid-rollers, vibration is transferred directly
upwards into the drive sprocket and axle. This
makes for an uncomfortable ride.

The innovative 2 mid-roller design of the 9RX
helps dissipate vibration, diverting it away from
the axle and ensuring a safer, more comfortable
ride.
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Vibration free ride
Two large mid-wheel rollers reduce vibration transferred to the cab when driving and ensure the 9RX
remains firmly on the ground even in uneven terrain. Our two mid-rollers are larger in diameter than
competitor designs using three smaller rollers, which increases their durability and significantly extends
wear life. Fewer mid-rollers also means fewer parts, so not only will you enjoy a more relaxing drive but
longer maintenance intervals too.
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ONE PREMIUM CAB.
ONE COMFORTABLE OPERATOR.
Your cab is your office. It’s where you spend your working days, so it needs to meet
your every need. That’s why we’ve taken our CommandView III Cab and made it
better – not only is it the quietest cab in the market (TÜV Süd 10.2013), it’s one of
the most comfortable, too.

Premium options.

Stress-free cab suspension.

Treat yourself to a premium cab package for
greater comfort and convenience. Choose from
extra plug adaptors, seat tilt, extra sunshades,
electric telescopic mirrors and special sound
dampening materials.

The 9RX 4-post cab suspension has four coil-over
shocks tuned for optimum ride performance in
field and transport conditions with 100 mm of
travel. It automatically adjusts to uneven terrain
and requires no programming for road or field
applications.

Built-in Bluetooth provides an easy, hands-free
phone option to keep you connected.
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An unbeatable view.
360° anti-glare windows, a streamlined bonnet and an improved
cooling system that reduces heat haze, all combine to give you
an unparalleled view of your field – all day, every day.
Your personal space.
When you’re relaxed you perform better. That’s why the
spacious, ergonomic cab design of the 9RX gives you all the
room you need, maximising your comfort.
Room for lunch.
We like to look after you when you’re working long hours. That’s
why the onboard refrigerator and storage space lets you pack
enough to keep you going all day.
Relaxing workspace.
Relax in heated leather seats and enjoy your personal space as
laminated glass and a carpet floor mat act as a sound barrier to
the outside world.
Comfortable seating.
The air-suspended ComfortCommand seat guarantees excellent
ride quality and can swivel through 40° for maximum visibility.
The additional backrest and smart suspension also help to
reduce fatigue – all day, every day.

The lower parallel links provide pitch stability and
fore/aft position for the cab. The combination of
the upper torsion bar links and lower parallel links
provide a near vertical motion of the cab. This
provides an ideal ride for the operator.
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Intuitive displays.

Customised for you, by you.

ISOBUS AEF certified

Navigation is made easy with logical menus and a
comprehensive shortcut bar. Using the Quick Line
function you can now record an AB line with just
one button press. And brightness can be lowered
even further for better comfort and performance
at night.

Select the 4100 or 4600 CommandCenter. Choose
between the CommandCenter AutoTrac or
CommandCenter Premium activation, which now
additionally includes Section Control and basic
documentation capabilities. Choose between
several accuracy levels from SF1 being in base all
the way to Radio or Mobile RTK.

The Generation 4 CommandCenter comes with
advanced ISOBUS capabilities. It gives you full
control over your ISOBUS ready implements, now
also enabling you to shut sections on and off
automatically utilising Section Control.

1

2

3

Fingertip controls.
Hands-on experience.
The 9RX’s CommandCenter is built into the CommandARM,
so you’ll be perfectly placed to control every function at
the touch of a finger.
This technology is intuitive even for beginners, making it even
easier to push your performance further – whether it’s optimising
transmission speed, adjusting selective control valves or setting
guidance lines.

10
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2

4
3

5

7
Easy SCV control.
To maximise ease of use, all Selective Control Valve
(SCV) levers and couplers are colour coded and
located close at hand on the CommandARM.
For added convenience they can all be operated
via easy to reach controls or optionally with a
reconfigurable joystick.

7
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Advanced connectivity

Operator support

Field-proven AutoTrac

The 4600 CommandCenter is connected to the
MyJohnDeere Operations Center through Wireless
Data Transfer. You can conveniently send setup
files from the office to the field as well as applied
maps and totals from the field to the office.
Documentation made easy.

You or your John Deere dealer can remotely log on
to the 4600 CommandCenter to assist operators
with machine and ISOBUS implement setup and
operation –it’s like being in the cab. On-screen
help files help get familiar with all functions.
Information for AutoTrac usage like GPS signal
strength is accessible in the Status Center on the
Run Page.

Fit a StarFire receiver and a CommandCenter
AutoTrac activation to your tractor and you’re
ready for hands-free precision steering. Choose
between three accuracy levels: SF1: +/- 23 cm
pass-to-pass, free of charge; SF2: +/- 5 cm
pass-to-pass with flexible activation periods;
RTK: +/- 2.5 cm repeatable accuracy.

4
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1

Transmission shift lever with thumb wheel for speed adjustment

2

ISOBUS shortcut button / SCV control lever lock

3

Rear hitch control levers

4

SCV control levers

5

Set speed 1&2

6

4 iTEC options & AutoTrac buttons

7

Hand throttle, ECO-function, foot pedal lock button, FieldCruise ON/OFF
button

8

Differential lock & mechanical front-wheel drive (MFWD)

9

CommandCenter 4
Including 7/10 inch touch screen display which allows the operator to
view selected pages required to operate the tractor

10

Shortcut keys/buttons
Allow the operator to access specific functions without going through
the CommandCenter menu

11

Joystick with lock button
Joystick mode: configurable with tractor functions to operate front &
rear SCVs and/or front hitch. Loader mode: operate front loader

12

Climate, radio and lighting controls

13

Rear hitch control levers

14

PTO control levers

15

SCV control levers

16

Secondary brake lever

13
8

12

6

15

14

8
Even faster access to advanced functions

8

The CommandCenter functions just like a tablet
with touch-screens: navigating through the
options is simplified via menus, shortcuts and with
context-sensitive help. AMS applications can be
operated directly. With the CommandCenter and
the StarFire 3000 receiver you can run nearly the
full spectrum of AMS solutions, from guidance and
documentation to advanced ISOBUS capabilities.
Deere Section Control delivers basic
documentation capabilities.
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360 DEGREE LIGHTING
WORK AROUND
THE CLOCK

Sometimes you need to get the job done, but as the sun goes down and night rolls in
stopping simply isn’t an option. That’s why the 9RX has an industry-leading lighting set up.
24 LED lights provide 360 degree lighting, giving you unbeatable night-time visibility and
extending your working hours as long as you need to.
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EFFORTLESS STEERING.
STRESS FREE PERFORMANCE.
Active Command Steering (ACS):
Driving has never been easier. With a built-in gyroscope, the 9RX’s ACS ensures
unprecedented steering accuracy on the roughest terrain. ACS automatically
prevents steering drift when driving and adjusts steering wheel resistance at
different speeds. This improves your comfort and control when driving, as well as
ensuring headland turns with less steering effort.

Best ever visibility.
360 degree LED white lighting ensures
excellent visibility in all conditions.
Choose between a Standard or Premium
lighting package to enjoy unparalleled
360 degree lighting.

Long life lights.
LED lights have a 10,000 hour life
expectancy and so rarely need to be
changed – saving you money. They also
require 45% less amperage than HID
(High Intensity Discharge) lighting,
which further extends battery life.

Greater coverage.
The 9RX’s panoptical lighting illuminates
an area 40% wider at the front and 10%
greater at the rear, allowing you to work
comfortably in low light conditions.
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Maximum hydraulic ﬂow.

Engine friendly.

We’ve given the 9RX the biggest hydraulic flow in
the market – a huge 435 l/min. You’ll get the
hydraulic flow you need at a reduced engine rpm,
improving your performance and fuel efficiency.

The closed-centre pressure and flow compensated
hydraulic system helps reduce the load on the
engine and improves fuel efficiency – reducing
cost and boosting productivity.

1

2

High-ﬂow capacity.
Hydraulic powered performance.
The 9RX is the latest in a long line of John Deere tractors to benefit

6
Efficient & versatile.
To improve versatility and efficiency, the 9RX
utilises an electrohydraulic PTO-engagement
switch to activate an optional 1000-rpm PTO
with 1-3/4-inch diameter shaft.
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Minimum maintenance.

Fine-tuned ﬂow.

All the SCVs you need.

The innovative design of the 9RX’s hydraulics
creates less strain on hoses and seals, which helps
to reduce internal leakage and the need for
maintenance.

The 9RX’s SCVs provide excellent adjustability of
hydraulic flow, enabling you to minutely adjust
flow rates whatever the application. Best of all,
you can control all hydraulic settings from the
comfort of your cab.

The 9RX offers up to 8 electro-hydraulic selective
control valves (SCVs) that can be controlled
through the CommandCenter. Each SCV has its
own controller, making field installation of
additional SCVs easier.

3

4

5

7

8

Lift anything and everything.

Faster implement change

The 9RX is designed to maximise your performance
in many different kinds of applications. To ensure
ultimate pulling power, we’ve equipped the 9RX
with a John Deere 3-point hitch (Option), which
has a lift capacity of up to 9071 kg with draft
sensing.

For added operator convenience, a 3-point hitch
remote control switch is located on top of the left
rear fender for 9RX Series tractors. The external
remote switches allow you to raise and lower
the 3-point hitch from behind the tractor while
hooking to implements. And with the quick
couplers it works even faster.
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AG MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS TO BOOST
YOUR PROFITABILITY
AutoTrac hands-free guidance adds more comfort while further
reducing input costs: enabling you to master straight and curved
tracks, effortlessly. Work in low visibility situations, while
reducing skips and overlaps, saving fertiliser, seed and fuel –
as well as operator stress! It’s easy to use and you will soon see
the impact on your bottom line.
With the new Generation 4 CommandCenter you are ready to go.
You just need the StarFire 3000 receiver and a CommandCenter
AutoTrac activation.
John Deere Section Control
Benefit from precision productivity: John Deere Section Control
minimises skips and overlaps automatically on-the-go. As a result,
you can do a better job faster – and save money on fertiliser,
chemicals and seed. This ISOBUS standard solution is available for
sprayers, seeders/planters and spreaders.
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StarFire 3000 .
Complete with an integrated Terrain
Compensation Module (TCM), the StarFire 3000
receiver works seamlessly with all John Deere
guidance systems. You can choose between three
accuracy levels:
■ SF1: +/-23 cm pass-to-pass, no fees or subscription
■ SF2:+/-5 cm pass-to-pass, flexible activation
■ RTK:+/-2.5 cm repeatable accuracy, ultimate
precision

GreenStar 2630 Display
If you want to benefit from the full power of AMS
technology including advanced guidance and
machine control, e.g. iTEC Pro or implement
guidance, advanced documentation or automation
capabilities, you can rely on the field-proven
GreenStar 2630 display. Just like the 4600
CommandCenter, the GreenStar 2630 supports all
telematics functions available with JDLink Connect
like Remote Display Access and Wireless Data
Transfer enabling remote operator support and
automatic data exchange with the MyJohnDeere
Operations Center.

iTEC Pro.
Intelligent Total Equipment Control (iTEC Pro)
integrates AutoTrac automatic steering and
the implement management systems to control
tractor speed, raise front and rear mounted
implements and differential lock engagement.
This allows hands-free turns, while reducing soil
compaction. This means for you: picture-perfect
headlands and consistent crop growth and health.
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YOUR GATEWAY TO
BETTER BUSINESS
DECISIONS.
Modern farming isn’t just a matter of managing a
business, you’re managing a complex enterprise.
That’s why optimising the overall business depends
on being well connected to your ongoing operations.
The Operations Center on our Ag web portal
MyJohnDeere.com makes things simple. It connects
you to your machines, your operators and your fields
from one central location. It also allows you to
seamlessly exchange information with your
John Deere dealer, your agronomist, your contractor
or other trusted advisors you partner with.
MyJohnDeere is also your gateway to our telematics
solution JDLink. Utilising the inbuilt Modular
Telematics Gateway on your 9RX Series tractors,
JDLink takes the guesswork out of machine
monitoring and performance optimisation.

Operations Centre
Log on to the Operations Centre to get an instant overview of your business,
allocate fields and equipment, track the work progress of your machines and
work completion on your fields in one map view. Use Wireless Data Transfer
to bi-directionally transfer information between your machines and the
Operations Centre. Grant your partners permission to access selected
information - for example share field boundaries of a defined set of fields
with your contractor.
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V IT Y
CONNECTI
INSIDE

Job management made easy.

JDLink.

With the MyJobsManager App you can assign clearly defined tasks to your
operators (including field boundaries, equipment, products etc.) with just
a few clicks. Your operators then can view the work order in real-time and
execute accordingly with the MyJobs App on his mobile device. Job Changes
can quickly be adjusted online. Once the job is done the report is directly
available in the Operations Centre and the MyJobsManager App. This saves you
a lot of calls during the day and eliminates the risk of information getting lost.

JDLink telematics offers value on two levels.JDLink Access shows you where
your machines are, what they’re doing and how they perform. Using remote
diagnostics capabilities your John Deere dealer can - with your permission
- perform remote machine health checks and proactive maintenance providing
you more uptime. JDLink Connect additionally includes Remote Display Access
for remote operator assistance and Wireless Data Transfer for seamless data
exchange between your machine and the office.
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PARTS & SERVICE

PowerGard.
Control your operating costs and maximise performance from your machine
with maintenance and repair protection programmes from John Deere. There
are three flexible options to choose from. When you sign up for PowerGard
Protection or Protection Plus, we’ll include a free JDLink Access subscription
for the entire duration. See your dealer for detailed terms & conditions.

PowerGard Maintenance.
Enjoy regular scheduled maintenance and benefit from the cost
savings of using genuine John Deere parts.
PowerGard Protection.
PowerGard Protection starts after regular warranty ends and
protects you up to a total of six years (or 6000 engine hours) from
new. It covers engine, transmission and frame components.
PowerGard Protection Plus.
PowerGard Protection Plus starts after regular warranty ends and
protects you up to a total of five years (or 5000 engine hours) from
new. It provides extended coverage for repairs of key components.

John Deere FarmSight – profit from insight.
John Deere FarmSight Services are dealer services dedicated to supporting you
in the daily use of your 9RX, which is equipped with the latest AMS technology
from John Deere. Your 9RX is equipped with JDLink and Service ADVISOR
Remote as standard.

Uptime.
Increase uptime with remote service support.
Performance.
Monitor your machines to boost productivity.

Logistics.
Optimise fleet management for maximum
efficiency.
Agronomics.
Make informed decisions that boost profits
and performance.
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Genuine for a reason.
John Deere delivers outstanding quality parts that are designed to boost the
performance, comfort and reliability of your 9RX tractor. They last longer, work
harder and optimise fuel consumption whilst protecting your health and the
environment. Our replacement parts pay for themselves and keep your
machine as strong and reliable as the day you bought it.

■ Performance: Increase productivity with ballast solutions and more.
■ Versatility: Boost your uptime with genuine hitch solutions.
■ Comfort: Improve working conveninece with accessories like mounting
brackets.

or a Reason
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■ Excellent parts availablity
■ Performance quality parts
■ Built to last
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Investing in your 9RX pays dividends!
Personalise your 9RX with genuine John Deere attachments. They help make
each working day more efficient, more convenient and less tiring. Designed
and engineered by John Deere, you can be sure they are built to last and will fit
properly.

Genuine John Deere parts are your best
choice for performance and reliability.
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NON-AG APPLICATIONS
The ultimate pulling power of the 9RX isn’t just limited to the
field. With up to 670 hp to unleash, the 9RX is ideal for heavy
duty operation, such as earth moving, wherever, whenever.

Pure Power.
With huge torque output, four tracks and up to
670 hp available, the 9RX is more than a match for
rock-hard grading work with a leveling blade and
a tractor-drawn scraper.
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Versatile partner.

Maximum comfort.

Technological Advantage.

The super-strong engine and e18 PowerShift
Transmission ensure you can cope with the most
difficult grading and earthmoving work.

Work quickly and comfortably thanks to the 9RX
4-post cab suspension. It absorbs so much
vibration that you might forget you’re even
at work!

John Deere has also developed an exclusive
Autoload System, which automatically regulates
and controls blade height according to a set value
you have preselected.
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Specification 9RX Series Tractors
9470RX

9520RX

9570RX

9620RX

470 (346)

520 (382)

570 (419)

620 (456)

517 (380)

572 (421)

628 (461)

670 (492)

451 (332)

499 (367)

547 (402)

595 (438)

496 (365)

549 (404)

602 (443)

643 (473)

2631

2800

ENGINE PERFORMANCE
Rated Engine power at 2100 engine rpm (97/68EC),
hp (kW)
Max Engine power PS at 1900 engine rpm (97/68EC),
hp (kW)
Rated Engine power at 2100 engine rpm (ECE-R24),
hp (kW)
Max Engine power at 1900 engine rpm (ECE-R24),
hp (kW)
Constant power range, rpm

1550 - 2100

PTO Torque Rise, %
Engine Peak Torque (Nm) (40% @ 1600rpm), rpm

38
2169

36

2400

Rated speed, rpm

2,100

Manufacturer
Type

John Deere Power Systems

Cummins

John Deere PowerTech PSS 13.5L

Cummins QSX15

Aftertreatment

Longlife diese lparticle filter (DPF), Diesel oxidation filter (DOC), Selective Catalytic Reduction with DEF

Engine Air Filter
Aspiration

Dual stage with engine exhaust aspiration
Dual Series Turbocharger with fixed geometry first stage-variable geometry
second stage - air-to-air aftercooling and cooled exhaust gas recirculation

Cylinder / Displacement, l

6 / 13.5

6 / 15

132 mm x 165 mm

137 mm x 169 mm

Electronically controlled, electronic unit injectors (self priming)

High Pressure Common Rail (self priming)

Bore and Stroke, mm
Fuel injection

Single Variable geometry turbocharger air-to-air aftercooling and cooled
exhaust gas recirculation

Fuel Filter System

Two Stage with water separator and service indicator light

TRANSMISSION OPTIONS
e18 Transmission
18 Forward / 6 Reverse Gears, 40 km/h,
with Efficiency Manager

Standard

AXLES
Bull gear and double idler with floating pinion
Bull gear and double idler with floating pinion, 120 mm flanged axle

Rear Axle Final Drives
Rear Axle Support incl. 3 hitch point

Available

Front Axles
Front Axle Support incl. Sprayer tanks
or dozer blade

Available

Tread spacing, (30´and 36´tracks) , mm

2220

Track type

Camoplast® 3500 Series Track Belts and Camoplast® 6500 Series Track Belts with DURADRIVE® Technology

Track widths (Standard / Option), mm

762 / 914

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Alternator/Battery (Standard / Option), amps/Volt

200 amps/12 Volt / 240 amps/12 Volt

Batteries with 2775 total cold cranking amps

3

4

STEERING
Type

Differential: Full-Locking electro-hydraulic, front and rear axle, with AutoMode, Auto disengagement for various selectable turn angles

Hydraulic power-steering with electric pump
back-up
Active Command Steering (ACS) with electric
pump back-up

Standard
Available

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Type

Closed-centre, pressure/flow compensated

Standad pump/ high flow pump option, axial
piston (displacement)

90 ccm (220 L/min) / 85 ccm (215 L/min)

Maximum pressure, kPa

20,000

Rear Selective control valves (Standard / Option)

4-6 / 8

Maximum pump flow (Base / High-Flow Hydraulic),
l/min

220 / 435

Available flow at a single SCV- 1/2”coupler, lpm

132

Available flow at a single SCV- high flow 3/4”
coupler, (Optional), lpm

159

Power beyond

Available

3-POINT HITCH (OPTIONAL)
Type
Category

Electric-hydraulic 3-Point Hitch with Draft Sensing
IVN/3 / IVN/4

Coupler System, axle
Maximum lift capacity, Cat. IVN/3
(all axle diameter / 120 mm axle), kg.
Maximum lift capacity, Cat. IVN/4
(all axle diameter / 120 mm axle), kg.

IVN/4
Quick Coupler

6804 / 9072

N/A
6804 / 9072
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9470RX Scraper Special

9520RX Scraper Special

9570RX Scraper Special

470 (346)

520 (382)

570 (419)

517 (380)

572 (421)

628 (461)

451 (332)

499 (367)

547 (402)

496 (365)

549 (404)

602 (443)

1550 - 2100
38
2169

2400

2631

2100
John Deere Power Systems

Cummins

John Deere PowerTech PSS 13.5 L

Cummins QSX15

Longlife diese lparticle filter (DPF), Diesel oxidation filter (DOC), Selective Catalytic Reduction with DEF
Dual stage with engine exhaust aspiration
Dual Series Turbocharger with fixed geometry first stage-variable geometry second stage - air-to-air aftercooling and cooled exhaust gas recirculation

Single Variable geometry turbocharger air-to-air aftercooling and cooled
exhaust gas recirculation

6 / 13.5

6 / 15

132 mm x 165 mm

137 mm x 169 mm

Electronically controlled, electronic unit injectors (self priming)

High Pressure Common Rail (self priming)

Two Stage with water separator and service indicator light

Standard

Bull gear and double idler with floating pinion
Standard

N/A
2220
Camso® 3500 Series Track Belts and Camso® 6500 Series Track Belts with DURADRIVE® Technology
762

200 amps/12 Volt / 240 amps/12 Volt
3

4

Differential: Full-Locking electro-hydraulic, front and rear axle, with AutoMode, Auto disengagement for various selectable turn angles
Standard
Available

Closed-centre, pressure/flow compensated
90 ccm (220 L/min) / 85 ccm (215 L/min)
20,000
4/6
220 / 435
N/A
159
Available

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Specification 9RX Series Tractors
9470RX

9520RX

9570RX

9620RX

DRAWBAR
Category (Standard / Option)

IV / V

V

Lift capacity (Cat IV/ V), kg *

4990 / 5440

- / 5440

*Maximum vertical load when drawbar is in short position
PTO (OPTIONAL)
Type

Electro-hydraulic switched via oil-cooled multi-disc clutch

Engine RPM at PTO speed 1000 rpm

1995

Stub 1-3/4 in, 20-spline, 1000 rpm
Maximum PTO Power Output, hp (kW)

Standard
335 (250)

335 (250)

335 (250)

335 (250)

CAB
Specifications

Command View III Cab, Panorama Doors, Clima Automtisation and Generation 4 CommandCenter Display

Suspension

4-Point-Suspended Cab

Cab glass area, m²

6.52

Cab volume, m³
Display

3.6
Generation 4 Command Center 4100 with 7 inch or 4600 with 10 inch Touchscreen Display

MISCELLANEOUS
GreenStar Ready

Standard

ISOBUS Implement Connection

Standard

AutoTrac Ready

Standard

JDLink with Ethernet Harnesses

Standard

ServiceADVISOR Remote capable with JDLink
Select & Ultimate

Available

Modular Telematics Gateway (MTG)

Available

Video input in Command Center for camera Using
PAL or NTSC signal (4100 / 4600 Display)

1/4

Immobiliser

Available

Hydraulic Trailer Brake system, Option

Available

Degree of Articulation,°

36

Gudgeon area oscillation, °

15

Degrees of Undercarriage Oscillation, °

±10

CAPACITIES
Fuel tank, l

1490

DEF tank, l

83

Cooling System, l

56.5

62

Crankcase with filter, l

48 L

43.5 L

Transmission, Axle - Hydraulic system, (without /
with 3-point rear hitch and PTO), l

220 / 227

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
Wheelbase, mm
Width x Height x Length, mm**
Ground clearance, mm

4127
2980 x 3720 x 8180
494

Estimated Shipping Weight, kg *

26,761

Maximum Permissible Gross Weight, kg

28,123

* Tractor equipped with standard tyres, with no PTO, and no 3-point rear hitch
** Width: with 30´tracks, Heigth: Top of cab, Length: front of bonnet to hitch
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9470RX Scraper Special

9520RX Scraper Special

9570RX Scraper Special

Short Scraper Drawbar
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Command View III Cab, Panorama Doors, Clima Automtisation and Generation 4 CommandCenter Display
4-Point-Suspended Cab
6.52
3.6
Generation 4 Command Center 4100 with 7 inch or 4600 with 10 inch Touchscreen Display

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Available
Available
1/4
Available
Available
24
15
±10

1490
83
56.5

62

48.0 L

43.5 L
223 / N/A

4127
2980 x 3720 x 8180
494
26,761
28,123

NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE
the quality we offer, and our commitment to customers. Living
up to a legacy isn’t always easy. John Deere’s heritage of
achievement not only lives on in our products, it also lives on
in every way we touch and enrich the lives of those linked to
the land, worldwide. It’s a commitment that distinguishes us in
the marketplace and drives us towards even higher levels of
performance.

John Deere Financial – A range of finance options as powerful as our products.
Contact your John Deere dealer for a comprehensive range of finance options to suit the specific needs of your business. Not available in all countries please consult your local dealer.
This literature has been compiled for worldwide circulation. While general information, pictures and descriptions are provided, some illustrations and text may include finance,
credit, insurance, product options and accessories not available in all regions. Please contact your local dealer for details. John Deere reserves the right to change specification
and design of products described in this literature without notice. The green and yellow color scheme, the leaping deer logo and the JOHN DEERE word mark are trademarks of
Deere & Company.

JohnDeere.com
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In 1837 blacksmith and inventor John Deere had an idea that
would change the face of agriculture forever: the first
commercially successful, self-scouring steel plough. Since then
John Deere has always been ready and willing to embrace
change. Yet the company has never outgrown, nor forgotten,
its founder’s original core values: integrity, quality, commitment
and innovation. These values determine the way we work,

